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Yields 3+ Hot 
Chocolate BombsFRENCH KISS HOT CHOCOLATE BOMB KIT

KIT INCLUDES
Milk Chocolate Flavored Easy Candy™
Snapdragon Pink Easy Candy™
Roleplay Sprinkle Blend [4oz]
Champagne Rose Gold Prism Powder®

Purple Hot Chocolate Bomb Mold

NOTE: Hot chocolate mix and mini 
marshmallows are not included.

WHAT YOU NEED
• Hot Chocolate Bomb fillings [optional]: We love to make our bombs extra indulgent with 

crushed candy bars or peppermint candy, toffee bits, or chocolate chips
• Baking sheet or cutting board
• Microwave safe plate or frying pan
• Hot cocoa mix [2 TBSP per bomb] - recommended for the Snapdragon Pink bombs to deliver 

more chocolate impact. The Milk Chocolate-based bombs do not need cocoa mix, because the 
chocolate melts into warm milk and creates a silky smooth cocoa.

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Prep Tools
Remove mold from packaging, hand wash and 
dry before use. Place on a baking sheet or 
cutting board. 

2. Prepare Easy Candy
Heat the Easy Candy in the microwave 
according to the bag instructions, until smooth.

3. Assemble Hot Chocolate Bomb Shells
Cut the tip off the Easy Candy Bag at the 
scissors line and squeeze 1-2 spoonfuls of Easy 
Candy into the first cavity. Tilt the mold or use a 
spoon to create a thick, even layer, all the way 
to the edge of the mold. Repeat for each cavity.

4. Trim
Run the flat edge of a knife around the lip of the 
mold to scrape off any excess Easy Candy. 

5. Set The Bombs + Add Second Coat
Place mold in fridge or freezer for 5 minutes, 
or until the Easy Candy hardens. Once firm, 
rewarm the Easy Candy bag and add a second 
coat using the same instructions as Step 3 to 
build structurally sound shells. Allow the molds 
to harden completely, about 5-10 minutes in the 
refrigerator or freezer.

6. Remove Hot Chocolate Bombs
Once solid, slowly peel the silicone mold from 
the first cavity and repeat until all are loose.

7. Fill It Fancy
Place three half shells on a sturdy surface, 
add hot chocolate bomb fillings and a dash of 
Prism Powder to each. 

8. Warm Plate & Seal
Heat a frying pan on low or warm a plate in 
the microwave. Graze the rims of the three 
remaining empty shells *for a literal hot sec* to 
create a slightly melted edge. Before it cools, 
fuse with the filled shells to create perfect 
spheres. If not completely sealed, pipe a little 
Easy Candy around the seam and smooth with 
a spoon or finger.

9. Drizzle & Decorate It Fancy
Drizzle the remaining Easy Candy over the 
bombs and decorate with Roleplay Fancy 
Sprinkles before the drizzle hardens. Dust with 
Champagne Rose Gold Prism Powder. 

10. Serve
To enjoy, place the hot chocolate bomb in a 
mug, pour 6oz of hot milk over the bomb and 
stir until disolved.

NOTE: If the Easy Candy hardens while
you are decorating, you can reheat it to 
keep using.




